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The North-West coasts of Europe support a lot of part of Northern hemisphere breeding seabirds. In that context,
Scotland has a preponderant place and Brittany has southernmost limit of these species areas, for most of them.
Outside the breeding season these species live mainly on the open sea and when they do visit the land to breed,
they nest on a specific sites : almost all the time they breed on the rock coasts, often on seacliffs.
This specific habitat are defines by geomorphological characteristics which offer special forms of the coast.
The forms of rock coasts are originally and different because of several proprieties of geology, of lithology, of
structures.
Breeding seabird, occupying these sites, reveals, in a new light, the richness of these forms and the originals
geographic location of the coastline : seabirds prefer nest in exposed coastline like rock caps, rocky points or
islands.
Seabirds and rock coasts are research topics in environmental geography since several years. However, these
combination studies is a new approach in this field and enlargement in the heritage field allows supplement
scientific approach. For example, it show that in most important touristic sites, environmental protection measures
focused on landscape, habitat or bird, but much more rarely on rock coasts for these intrinsic values. Indeed, in
Brittany or in Scotland, seabirds are often stars species in lot of coastal nature reserves, where they’re considered
like greater ecological heritage. We could see it in touristic promotion field : bird is everywhere, cliff is mostly
kept in the dark, as well in leaflets as in speech visitor’s guides – without, for example, as a part of this landscape.
In all cases, combination of these two heritages is extremely rare. Yet, this current research illustrates the interest
and the issue of development of this comparative approach seabirds / rock coasts for optimization of nature
tourism and geotourism.


